
“ADOPT A DOE” FACT SHEET 

What does it mean to “Adopt A Doe”? 
“Adopt A Doe” means:  Be that Doe’s family until that Doe’s family is located!  Advocates have 
“adopted Does” in the past, most famously the “Tent Girl” adopted by Todd Matthews.  This “Adopt A 
Doe” campaign is for families of missing persons who have developed local networks they can use to 
help identify John/Jane Does: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Adopt-A-Doe/405630419521028 

How will you help me “Adopt A Doe”? 
By setting an example:   I adopted an unidentified girl found in Chicago and will do my best to help get 
her identified.  Most families with missing persons have already developed their own local network of 
law enforcement contacts, advocates and non-profit organizations that they trust. I used my network to 
help in the Chicago area and one Doe has already been identified by NamUs due to our new Medical 
Examiner’s willingness to utilize the database and to my network of volunteers who advocated for its 
use.  Remember, finding missing people and identifying Does will always require teamwork. Be a team 
player! 
 
If you decide to “Adopt A Doe”, use your own network to help get the word out about your “Adopted 
Doe.”  General suggestions are posted on my blog: http://sheliahsmith.wordpress.com/. However, you 
are solely responsible for your actions when approaching law enforcement and media regarding a 
Doe.  Families of missing persons have a voice that is heard and listened to.  Use your voice wisely for 
the missing and unidentified in your area.  Laws vary from state to state.  Know what you can and can’t 
do in your area.   

I’m an Advocate.  How can I Participate in “Adopt A Doe”? 
Help spread the word about “Adopt A Doe” and my “adopted daughter”. 

If you are already in the “trusted network” of a family of a missing person, let them know you are 
willing to help them with the work required to “Adopt A Doe.” Don’t ask again if they say no.  Respect 
what they tell you.  If they don’t want to do this, they have their reasons.  Families of missing persons 
react differently to tragedy.  Some reach out to help others as a way to cope and keep busy.  Some have 
a hard time just continuing day by day without their missing loved one. 

What Exactly Can I Expect from You if I “Adopt A Doe”? 
Grattitude!  Thank you for “Adopting a Doe!”  If my nieces Diamond and Tionda are lying unclaimed 
somewhere as Jane Does, I hope some family will adopt them!  Every unidentified Doe is some family’s 
missing person!  Once you have chosen a Doe to adopt and have sent your letter to the police 
department with jurisdiction, leave a comment on my blog ( http://sheliahsmith.wordpress.com/) with a 
link to information about your “Adopted Doe” and your missing family member. 

I want to thank you for “Adopting A Doe.” 

 

Shelia Bradley-Smith, Great Aunt of Missing Children Diamond and TIonda Bradley 
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